1984 rebuilt Interna onal Acco 1800, with 1991 250 HP CT6 Turbo Cummins, 13 speed Road ranger, High speed diﬀ, heavy duty drivesha
on 11X 22.5 tubeless tyres. S cam air brakes. Fi ed with Hiab111 B‐3 DUO with 3 extensions and li s 3 ton in close and 900kg at 10 meters.
Cruises at 110kph.This truck has a replaced rust free cab, although the truck is a 1984 model, the Cummins diesel was a 1991 model and
was in a water cart truck at Burleigh Heads and was idle for 5 years before I bought it. It has done very li le work in its life. It breaks my
heart to sell such a wonderful truck but it must go! New starter, new king pins, recondi oned air compressor, recovered upholstery.

Trees over paved area. If we felled the trunks it would dam‐
age the pavers. We drove in on paving and li ed The
trunks out under the power lines
Crane can li 3 ton in close and 900kg out at full 10 meter
reach.
Rego to 28/7/2017

Monitor Spider 1890 Lift and purpose built trailer
This cherry picker is fantastic in where it can get too. It has 2 internal extensions and the bucket rotates as well as adjusting up
and down. It reaches up 19 meters (60ft) and out 9 meters (depending on the weight in the bucket). It is powered by a Honda
motor but also has a 240 Volt motor that overrides the petrol engine when needed to work indoors or where power is available.
Machine drops lower to fit under carports etc. After 28 years of climbing big trees I don’t know why I did not get one sooner!

With 2 extensions, this spider goes up
60 (18m). Bucket rotates which is a
very handy feature.
Machine only done 405 Hours.
Regularly services by Monitor
Industries… the Australian importers
Books and service Manual supplied.

Vermeer BC 1000XL Wood Chipper.
This is a 2011 model and is registered until November 17. It has only done 550 hours and is in excellent condition. It has an additional diesel pre-filter added to the engine. This is an excellent drum chipper with safety infeed rollers and all safety devices.
Comes complete with spare tyre carrier and spare tyre. Has Cummins B3.3 litre Turbo Motor with intercooler.
Chipper has 50 mm
towball coupling but ring
pull is included see it
res ng on the drawbar in
insert photo.
Only 550 hours
Quan ty of spare blades
Some sharpened some
need sharpening
DVD and manual
Rego to 16/11/17

Mitsubitsi 1996 FK417 dual Cab seats 6 adults
7.5 litre diesel, 6 speed, exhaust brakes 12V inverter
for chipper Lockable tool boxes . Only 314,000 Km.
New King pins Sept 16 . Rego to 18/9/17
12 cu meter pping mulch body

